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Executive Summary 

Buda is the up and coming community in the Central Texas region. In the past fifteen years, Buda’s affluence, skilled  
and educated workforce, strategic location, recreational amenities and cultural assets have yielded tremendous 
population increases and retail opportunities. Today Buda is poised to maximize these opportunities, and this report 
will serve as a technical roadmap on their path to economic success. 
  
This strategic plan is a tactical document that will aid the Buda Economic Development Corporation (EDC) and the City 
of Buda in reaching its economic development goals: 
 

• Economic diversification 
• Increased commercial tax base 
• More local job opportunities  

 
This plan details, with precision and practicality, the necessary action steps to reach Buda’s goals and move Buda into 
the limelight of the Central Texas Region.  
 
Buda has sufficient resources and opportunities to implement this plan, though the EDC and City must remain 
cognizant of its challenges of limited land and local competition. The City had retail success in the early 2000s with 
landing Cabela’s, and the tremendous residential growth has helped buoy retail growth and opportunity.  The EDC and 
City have been conservative with its incentives while other communities in the region have given tremendous 
incentives, albeit at times to the point of having little “net” economic return.   
 
Buda must continue to understand that businesses want to be in Buda.  The Incentive Policy and Matrix that 
accompanies this Strategic Plan, and the very specific Retailer and Target Industry List  that are outcomes of this 
planning effort should be closely followed and implemented.   
 
Strategic economic development will take Buda to the next level of economic diversification that is desired by leaders, 
residents and businesses. The EDC, City and Chamber of Commerce have specific roles to play and are poised to begin 
implementing this plan. 

Economic 
Development 

 
(defined)  

The process of improving a 
community’s well-being 

through not just job 
creation, business growth, 

tax base expansion and 
income growth, but 

also improvements to the 
quality of life environment 

that strengthens the 
economy.   

 
Beyond this definition, we 

at Pegasus believe that 
economic development is 
only as real and valuable 

as the positive impact 
made on the communities 

we serve. 
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introduction 

The Buda Economic Development Corporation (BEDC) commissioned this strategic plan with the goal of developing a vision 
and framework for the continued growth and economic development of the City of Buda. A dynamic and highly specialized 
team was hired to meet the EDC’s goals of developing a plan with an emphasis on tools for implementation. The team was 
comprised of: Pegasus Planning and Development, specializing in strategic planning, revitalization, and market analysis; 
Texas Perspectives (TxP), known widely for their strong target industry analysis and incentive policies; and The Retail Coach, 
a firm specializing in retail market analysis and recruitment.  
 
This Strategic Plan is the culmination of several phases of analysis, tool evaluation, community engagement efforts, and 
collaboration with residents, business owners, economic development professionals, and city staff.  The consultant and staff 
efforts have yielded a unique and practical set of tools for this plan, including: (1) action steps, (2) organizational assessment 
and recommendations, (3) incentive policy and matrix, (4) retail leakage analysis and detailed list of retailers to target to 
reduce leakage to outside markets, and (5) targeted industry recommendations.  
 
This Strategic Plan builds upon all of the analysis from each phase of the project: 

 
Phase I   - analysis of existing conditions and the identification of opportunities based on relevant demographics, 

industry-related business activity, and retail assessments of retail and tourism  
 
Phase II  - designation of implementation tools and tactics based on spatial opportunities and institutional strengths 
 
Phase III – converting data and opportunities into actionable steps in the creation of the strategic plan 

 
The plan is in alignment with existing plans and strategies developed by the City including the Buda 2030 Comprehensive 
Plan, the Parks Master Plan, and Master Transportation Plan and seeks to leverage existing priorities, political will, and 
community support to steer Buda toward a brighter economic future. 

Stakeholder 
Engagement 

 
This report was crafted 
with feedback received 
through the stakeholder 

engagement process that 
included: personal and 
phone interviews with 
developers, industry 

leaders, City officials, EDC 
staff, and the Buda Area 
Chamber of Commerce; 

workshops with our 
steering committee 

throughout the 3 phases 
of this process; an 

interview-based survey of 
downtown business 

owners; and, a 
community-wide survey. 
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introduction 

This Economic Development Strategy is centered on a vision for Buda’s economy:  
 

Buda’s sustainable and balanced economy is based on its values related to retaining and 
improving its quality of place.  Through collaboration and innovation, Buda’s economy is 

diverse, with plentiful local jobs, retail and entertainment options for residents and 
tourists, and a commercial tax base that supports quality of place improvements its 

residents and business desire. 
 
Buda will achieve its vision through actions addressing seven (7) categories that will 
influence economic diversification: 
 
 

Technical Basis for  
Recommended Actions 

 
Pegasus identified major factors affecting Buda through 
staff and steering committee engagement, community 
surveys, and extensive research and spatial analysis. 
The following are those factors that form the basis for 
this strategic plan: 
 
Rapid and Continuing Growth – in 2013 alone Buda 
grew 24%, attractive location for relocating business 
from Austin 
 
Location – centrally located between Austin, San 
Marcos and San Antonio 
 
Infrastructure – On I-35; SH-45 will eventually provide 3 
main exit/access points in Buda, at 1626 and 
Downtown; 23 minutes to ABIA 
 
Labor Force – 32 % of Buda’s population has at least a 
Bachelor’s degree, 80% travel outside city for work, and 
the majority are white-collar 
 
Development-friendly – low property taxes, speedy 
permitting, strong civil service, safe investment climate 
 
Quality of Life Amenities – historic downtown,  small-
town character, low crime, great schools, ACC and 
parks and recreation 

1. Downtown Improvements  
Ensure that downtown Buda is the heart 
and soul of the City. 

 
2. Transportation and other 
Infrastructure  
Support Lone Star Rail / State Highway 45, 
and water/drainage needs 

 
3. Sites and Buildings 
Foster building reuse and smart 
development 
 
4. Business Communication and Support  
Message and support targeted and 
existing industries 
 

5. Workforce Development 
Partner with ACC/HCISD and others to 
support industry needs 

 
6. Entrepreneurship and Office 
Development 
Foster creation of jobs locally 

 
7. Retail and Entertainment  
Recruit retailers and entertainment venues 
for residents and tourists  
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A Target Industry Approach 
 
Based on Location-Quotient analysis and economic impact assessments of industry-specific real estate developments, the following four 
industry groups have been designated as Buda’s “target industries” for marketing and incentives: 
 

Office Space: Buda needs to build on the Central Texas region’s competitive Creative Economy, or the 
knowledge- & technology-based subsector within business services.  Nearly 80% of the Buda workforce 
travels outside of the City for work and they are highly-educated and white collar.  Buda’s existing single 
story office space is 100% occupied and the lease rates are substantially less than Austin.  Providing more 
jobs locally will reduce commute times significantly and improve resident’s overall qualify of life.  Having 
more daytime jobs will also help retailers by increasing their customer base during the day.  

YMCA 

Retreat 

People Fund co-work space, Austin 

 Retail & Entertainment: The retail analysis demonstrates the incredible retail potential in Buda. The amount of 
money and time spent related to movies and entertainment also demonstrates the existing demand for movie 
theater entertainment. Some of this retail will be in strip retail, some will be in big box retail but Buda should 
encourage mixed-use development where appropriate and recruit aggressively.  Additional retail will increase 
the sales tax revenue and help diversify the economy. 

Hill Country Galleria 

Light Industrial/Manufacturing 

Light Industrial: Buda has limited land for light industrial, so Buda should be selective in what industry is recruited 
and incentivized. Advanced manufacturing is a subsector that should be encouraged.  Property tax revenue can be 
high and wages are generally good and will suit many in Buda’s workforce. Focus on those industries that utilize the 
new ACC campus and workforce training, do not require substantial water supply and will not be detrimental to the 
quality of life in Buda.  

Hospitality and Tourism: Buda’s existing recreational amenities are already so strong that this industry push 
is a low-hanging fruit. Downtown Austin, Bergstrom Airport and the Circuit of the Americas are within 15 
minutes; Austin has three festivals per week and there is an increasing demand for hotel and conference 
center space. Focus on retreat destinations, higher end lodging, spas and conferences and convention spaces.  
Hotel-Motel tax revenue is substantial and tourism impact on public services will be minor.  
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1. DOWNTOWN IMPROVEMENTS 

Action 1.1 Complete Downtown Plan 
 
- Leverage existing knowledge of veteran downtown business owners and long-time residents 

to inform the creation of a Downtown Master Plan. 
- Synthesize a comprehensive economic development outlook with strong urban design 

elements that highlight the historic character of building facades and land uses.  
- Plan must also informed by and  in alignment with this strategic plan, the city’s 

comprehensive plan, parks plan and transportation plan.  
 

insights  & 
opportunities 

Ensure that downtown Buda is the heart and soul 
of the City 

A city’s downtown should be the heart and 
soul of the community.  Buda’s downtown has 
a significant amount of historic structures and 
shops and restaurants, and with some 
improvements can serve as the focal point for 
tourism and local activity.  

Areas to improve: 

•No lodging exists immediately adjacent to the 
downtown. 

•Consider the connections from downtown to 
Sunfield MUD, ACC and Onion Creek.  

•The urban design downtown is flawed and 
prohibits safe pedestrian and bicycle 
connectivity.  

 
 

Action 1.2   Improve Connectivity to Downtown 
 
- Multi-modal connections to downtown between I-35 exits, Sunfield MUD, and 967/1626 

Intersections. 
- The map to the right illustrates the nexus of the north Gateway of Downtown, trail to Onion 

Creek and trail to Stagecoach Park. 
- Improve pedestrian safety and crossings to and in downtown, and the addition of bike lanes 

to and in downtown along Main Street and areas in and around Downtown for improved 
connectivity. 

- Signage and reference maps at key intersections and nodes will serve in  
directing travelers to downtown. 

 
Action 1.3 Create hike and bike trail from down- 
town to Onion Creek/Stagecoach Road 
 
- Create a dirt or gravel hike and bike path lining Onion  

Creek and connecting to key intersections in the CBD and  
Historic Downtown Node 

- Specific connections at City Park, Buda Mill & Grain and  
Old Stage Coach Rd  
 

Distances from 
Downtown to 
key locations. 

Gateway to 

Downtown 

½ mi buffer 

Main Street 

District 
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1. DOWNTOWN IMPROVEMENTS 

Action 1.4   Align business hours across retail centers and firms 
 
- Owners and managers of retail and services firms must be in agreement on when to be open 

for business.  
- They must also be aware of and collaborate to leverage community events and activities 

happening in nearby parks in order to maximize sales.  
- The EDC can encourage and incentivize regular, consistent hours of operation by requiring 

regular consistent hours if any city  or EDC funds are used for downtown businesses and/or 
streetscapes in front of businesses. 

 
Action 1.5   Continue BIG Program 
 
- The BIG funds were hugely successful in getting existing downtown businesses to address 

code issues.  Program should be continued to spur additional improvements.  
 
Action 1.6  Develop Joint Marketing Programs for Downtown Businesses 

 
- Create a marketing brochure and online presence for the downtown business community.  
- Continue to support and promote “First Thursday” where all businesses stay open late and 

live music and street vendors are in the sidewalks.  
 
  
 
 
 
 

insights  & 
opportunities 

Ensure that downtown Buda is the heart and soul 
of the City 

Buda’s business owners indicated that a 
major barrier to improving local market 
activity was irregular hours of operation 
between stores (Pegasus Downtown 
Business Owner Survey, June 2013) 
 
 Yet these same business owners along the 
Main Street strip are often closed during 
peak hours or are reducing activity in 
response to poor foot traffic. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The latest application of the BIG program, 
targeting code improvements for the 
downtown business corridor, was very 
highly reviewed and influential for 
participants. 
 
 
 
 

“What do you plan to do to address 

slow market activity?” 

(Pegasus Downtown Business Owner Survey, June 2013) 
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2. TRANSPORTATION AND OTHER INFRASTRUCTURE 

Action 2.1 Continue support of SH-45 
 
- Buda must focus on garnering and further galvanizing local support for the south-westerly 

expansion of SH-45.  
- Petitions and memos relating collective support from the City, Chamber, EDC, and wider 

community to Hays County and CAMPO officials must be continually relayed.  
- Officials from Buda must track progress and attend public meetings related to the project. 
- This action requires both, (i) active policy work and alignment with existing county 

priorities but also, (ii) community organizing and education on the impact of the highway 
expansion. This should be a major priority for the business community. 

 
Action 2.2   Support Lone Star Rail Development 
 

insights  & 
opportunities 

Support major transportation and other 
infrastructure projects 

Despite opposition to expansion of the SH-
45, it remains a priority within the CAMPO 
2035 Regional Plan and is also a priority for 
Hays County officials. Current commuters 
from Hays county battle daily with traffic 
from Brodie Lane and Mopac. Yet the 
expansion of the highway is not only a 
source of frustration but also a barrier to 
improving economic activity in the area.  
 
According to the Lone Star Rail Economic 
 Impact Analysis, a stop in Kyle-Buda, which 
is currently worth $610,500 will be worth 
approximately $389,000,000 by 2030. It will 
potentially yield property tax revenues in the 
realm of $8.4 million. Sale tax revenues 
were not  captured in the study, but there is 
also significant potential for increased 
density of foot traffic in the Downtown node 
which would substantially benefit 
downtown business. Buda officials are 
cognizant of the potential impact increased 
density might have on the character of 
Downtown; they and other concerned 
partners are prepared to work closely with 
LSR to identify these impacts. 
 
 
 
 

- As with lobbying efforts for expansion of SH-
45, officials and community members in Buda 
must become loud and active supporters for a 
commuter rail stop.   

- Demonstrate to the Lone Star Rail (LSR) board 
and staff that Buda’s strong demographics, 
economy, and advantageous fiscal position  

- Continue investments in the TOD zone that 
could be where the LSR station could be 
(specifically on the south side of downtown) 

 

Source: LoneStarRail.com 
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2. TRANSPORTATION AND OTHER INFRASTRUCTURE 

Action 2.3   Ensure water availability in all development sites 
 
- Continue efforts to work with local water supply corporations to address water issues in 

southern Buda 
- Consider taking over the system through legislative efforts should this remain an issue 

 
 
Action 2.4   Foster regional detention at 967/1626   
 
- Consider fostering a public-private partnership to deal effectively with any drainage issues 

at the 967/1626 Intersection   
- The efforts should result in a large regional water quality pond / detention facility that 

could serve as an environmental amenity in the developer’s plans at the southeast corner 
of that intersection. 

 

insights  & 
opportunities 

Support major transportation and other 
infrastructure projects 

Some key commercial areas lack sufficient 
water resources to support fire flow.  This 
will inhibit the type of industrial and 
commercial development in these areas.  
 
Drainage is a major concern in key areas of 
town that have potential to be developed 
into mixed-use nodes of intense activity for 
residents and tourists.  
 
Maintaining responsible development 
practices ahead of development is a stated 
priority of the Buda 2030 Comprehensive 
Plan and water access.  

Example: Central Market Wet Pond, Austin, Texas 
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Action 3.1 Maintain Sites & Building Database 
 
- Existing site database must be better managed and updated regularly.  
- Consider assigning a staff person to update the site once ever 1-2 months, targeting key sites 

for immediate updating.   
- Tie key demographic and retail leakage information to each site in Buda so that the information 

is available by clicking on the site.  
- The EDC page could also run featured stories and profiles on office buildings and sites available 

for developers and begin a mailing list with a monthly newsletter of available sites.  
 
Action 3.2 Develop prototypes for reuse of existing buildings 
 
- Several best practices exist across the U.S. to repurpose strip retail or abandoned grocery 

stores from converting to a museum to simply dividing the larger space into several smaller 
spaces.  Both can be costly, and the EDC and City should be prepared to assist developers.  

- Other examples include redeveloping an old Walmart into a senior center that houses a 
library, meeting rooms, a walking track, pool tables, a kitchen and computer center; and 
another abandoned retail store that was transformed into the country's largest single-story 
public library (McAllen, TX) 

 
Action 3.3 Hold Developer Forums 
 
- Invite developers and investors to Buda and showcase its assets with pride and style.  
- Create press materials with a comprehensive but pointed snapshot of the area’s 

competitiveness including the labor force, low property tax rate, developer-friendly permitting 
process, and proactive and dynamic public officials.  

- Prepare industry-specific site, building, and potential incentive information on press materials.  
- Feel free to brag! Buda has much to be confident about, and rather than taking a defensive 

position by waiting for the right development application to come along, bring in the right 
people and tell them exactly what you want. This proactive approach will send a message of 
confidence to investors. It is no secret that the region is doing well, but it is time for Buda to be 
seen as a major opportunity area.  

 
 

insights  & 
opportunities 

3. SITES & BUILDINGS 

Foster building reuse and smart development 

Buda’s sites & locations database is missing 
key information on key sites of interest to TI 
firms and developers. 
 
During our initial stakeholder interviews, 
there was significant consensus among 
those surveyed (>50% of those surveyed) on 
the need for additional Entertainment, 
Retail, and Professional Services. 

 
 
 
 

HotelSync, The New York Hotel Real Estate Forum 

Attendees heard from several of the most influential 

players in the hotel real estate industry throughout 

the day of networking and informational panels and 

workshops. [Hotelsummitnyc.com] 

 

See also: greaterphiladelphiachamber.com 

Each spring, the Chamber organizes an annual 

development forum, which assembles industry 

experts in the regional construction, real estate 

development, design and engineering communities 

to reveal their insights on the critical topics. 
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4. BUSINESS COMMUNICATION AND SUPPORT 

Action 4.1   Develop Public Relations Strategy 
 
- Buda’s ED community (Chamber, City, and EDC) must be in alignment on a clear vision, 

mission, and strategy for achieving their own brand of economic development.  
- Using existing planning documents such as the Comprehensive Plan, the Parks Plan and this 

study, to develop a marketing strategy that relays this vision to the public, developers, and 
investors. The vision and mission will instill a sense of confidence and clarity among staff and 
civil servants when choosing from among various development opportunities.  

- The strategy must speak to audiences across the technical capabilities spectrum and remain 
consistent in relaying clarity of message and intent. 

 
Action 4.2 Develop Blog/Newsletter Calendars and  Add content continually 
 
- Maintain an EDC blog to keep locals informed of area activities and of incoming 

developments.   
- When posting of local events, be sure to include suggested dining and other recreational 

activities to supplement the event and encourage attendees to make a day-trip of the event.  
- Include economic development-related stories such as upcoming developments or 

interviews with heads of existing local firms (ex: US Foods, CSI Printing, Cabela’s, etc). 
- Send newsletter to existing residents and not just to businesses (include business prospects 

and regional partners as recipients) 
 

Action 4.3  Utilize Existing Business Leaders as Buda’s Best Advocates 
 
- Existing investors and businesses have the most clear understanding of the region’s growth 

and tax environment. Buda can easily present itself to these parties as ahead-of-the-game on 
a number of key indicators (rapid and continuing growth, workforce, business climate, low 
property taxes, location).  

- Highlight existing businesses in each target industry with video interviews and testimonials 
(peer to peer communication is always most effective in economic development) 
 

insights  & 
opportunities 

 
 
 
 
 

Buda’s Comprehensive Plan lays out a 
collective vision of Buda’s holistic development 
priorities. This report fleshes out more detail on 
the city’s economic priorities including: 
 

- Economic diversification 
- Increased commercial tax base 
- Increased sales tax revenue  
- More local job opportunities  

 
In essence, Buda craves economic enrichment 
and entrenchment. It has the fertile soil on 
which to spring a more diverse and abundant 
economy.  These goals and existing visions 
could be cohesively drafted into a solid strategy 
for the City and EDC’s economic branding and 
PR campaign. 
 
 

Message and support targeted and existing industries 

13 
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4. BUSINESS COMMUNICATION AND SUPPORT 

 Action 4.4   Market area land, sites, and available office space to target industries  
 
- Research the language and priorities of target industries on their websites or publications 

and utilize it in the creation of marketing and PR materials 
- Design marketing materials for specific industries and publish them in trade magazines, sites, 

request mentions in blogs (in addition to Buda’s), and interact with them via social media.  
- Leverage your strong growth, demographics and strategic location nearby two of the 

premier economic engines of the nation, Austin and San Antonio.  
 
Action 4.5 Attend target industry conferences and events 
 
- First identify local trade groups and networks in Austin and San Antonio that are aligned with 

the target industries and Buda’s values.  
- Attend the Austin Chamber of Commerce Green Energy/Technology workshops – a great 

place to network with industry professionals. Continue to extend the Buda presence. 
- Attend industrial and manufacturing trade conferences and events in Texas and throughout 

the U.S.  Identify one event per year.  Bring your existing business and civic leaders as 
advocates. Attending trade events and conferences will serve dually as continued education 
for the city on their priorities, market trends, and investment climate for each of their trade 
industries.  

- Set up meetings at these trade conferences. Meeting these firms face to face will send a 
message that the city is open for business.  

- Network extensively and add trade representatives and firms to marketing lists. 
 

Action 4.6  FAM Tour – Specific to Buda (focused on targeted Industry) 
 
- Beyond marketing to target industry developers and attending their related trade 

conventions and events, bring them to Buda to showcase available sites and buildings. 
- Introduce them to city staff and chamber members to help them envision a place within 

Buda’s community. This should be in addition to the Hays County FAM Tour. 
- Extend invitations to investors as well as PR and social media heads of these firms. 

 

insights  & 
opportunities 

Message and support targeted and existing industries 

 
Example Trade Conferences : 
 
• Texas Design & Manufacturing Tradeshow  

October 15-16, 2013, Houston 
• International Manufacturing Technology 

Show 
• 2014 Annual Conference, Sept 8-11 
• EHS America’s Safest Companies 

Cnference 
• TRAM—Trends in Advanced 

Manufacturing, Materials and 
Manufacturing 

• RECon Global Retail Real Estate Convention 
(ISCS) 

• Texas Travel Industry Association Annual 
Conference  
Sept 22-25, 2013, Corpus Christi 

• Austin SXSW Interactive, March 
• Austin’s Global Coworking Un-Conference 

Conference, austingcuc.com 
• SIG’s Conferences (ISCS) 

• Includes Retailers only SIG, Private 
Developers SIG, and Public/Private 
Partnerships SIG 

 
 

14 
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 Action 5.1   Assess training needs of area businesses 
 
- Work with the BACC to gauge needs of their membership. 
- Coordinate annual existing business survey and administer to all businesses in Buda and ETJ. 
- Follow up the survey by informing businesses of local, state, and national incentives and grants 

that may reduce their tax, payroll or overhead burden.  
- Create performance measures and have business owners assess current programs. 

- Qualitative assessments as well as quantitative estimates of improvements in sales, business 
efficiency, and productivity. 

- Findings may indicate business owners are willing to pay for certain services and training, as 
was found in a study of Small Business Development Needs by the City of Austin. 

 
Action 5.2  Hold capacity building workshops targeting existing business needs (e 
 commerce, social media, quicken) 
 
- Hold workshops from a rudimentary level on what social media is and how to use it based on 

their specific target markets. Specific applications to target: Facebook, Twitter, Flickr, Pinterest, 
RSS feeds, LinkedIn, Tumblr, or blogging platforms like Wikipages, Wordpress, and Wix. 

- Teach and advise on usefulness of business software for improving and modernizing business 
practices—namely databasing and financial management using Excel and Quickbooks. 

- Form partnerships and utilize input from faculty at ACC, TSU, UT, UTSA, and St Edward’s in 
designing business development coursework.  

- Assess programs bi-annually to stay abreast of changes in technology. 
 
 

 

insights  & 
opportunities 

 
 
 
 
 

Buda is blessed with tremendous resources 
in terms of location and access to major 
transportation routes, however, traffic in 
the region is clogging huge lengths of 
Interstate-35. Fortunately, Hays County will 
received continued investments that will 
provide greater access to the region such as 
the expansion of SH-45 and development of 
Lone Star Rail.  
 
The “Internet” ranked third on business 
owner’s list of sources for customers. A vast 
majority of business owners interviewed 
requested training in social media tools and 
other e-commerce related activities to 
improve business performance. 
 
 
 
 

5. WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT 

Nurture a competitive workforce 

15 
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insights  & 
opportunities 

5. WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT 

Nurture a competitive workforce 

ACC ‘s new location in Hays County will be 
a key input to continued development of 
Buda’s workforce. According to 
austincc.edu: 
 
“The college has implemented and 
successfully completed numerous Skills 
Development Fund grants for a wide 
range of businesses. Through Continuing 
Education’s Corporate Training Solutions, 
ACC also has developed projects to 
address the training needs of high-
demand industries, including Information 
Technology, Manufacturing, Health Care, 
Biotechnology, and Professional/Technical 
Services.  
 
ACC’s work allows trainees to qualify for 
certifications in production and inventory 
management, supply chain management, 
human resources, nursing specializations, 
and more.” 

Action 5.3 Work with area universities, community colleges and workforce providers 
 
- Leverage ACC’s Hays County location to cater the corporate training solutions programs to 

the needs of Buda such as developing strong technology and manufacturing fields.  
- Funnel business needs assessment directly into ACC program development and thereafter 

communicated and circulated among ED stakeholders in Buda.   
- Meet quarterly with ACC staff and officials and consider increased ACC involvement with 

the EDC board.  
- In addition to ACC, HCISD and Texas State University, invite Skillspoint Alliance and 

Goodwill Industries to a presentation to hear the results of the business survey and have a 
dialogue about how best to address businesses’ workforce training needs.  

ACC Hays Campus 

16 
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Action 6.1 Foster Co-work office space 
  
- Work with developers to place this type of space in their development plans.  
- Consider competitions for local and regional entrepreneurs who have a solid business plan to 

start their business in Buda by giving (subsidizing through the developers) 6 months of lease-
free space.  

- Encourage development of a co-work space that can operate as a community event space  in 
off-hours. 

 
Action 6.2 Market to Office Developers 
 
- Aggressively target office space developers in surrounding communities but specifically in East 

and South Austin and inform them of Buda’s assets 
- Co-work space developers are often attracted to redevelopment of older, industrial real 

estate. Market properties available for adaptive reuse, with local or historic character. 
- Inform them of the existing demographics of the labor market in Buda, their education levels, 

and commuting activity. 
 
 

insights  & 
opportunities 

6. ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND OFFICE DEVELOPMENT 

Foster creation of professional jobs  

The region’s technology and creative industry is 
continuing to grow at lightning speed. It is an 
industry that thrives on collaboration and  cross-
breeding of ideas to facilitate innovation. Co-
work spaces are increasingly sought after by 
many small firm, freelancers, and private 
contractors in the industry, as these spaces  are 
developed with collaboration built into the 
business model—it has been describes as “a 
niche between Starbucks and a corporation” 
[dallasnews.com]. 
 
Co-work spaces have become hotbeds for 
entrepreneurship and have a very unique 
responsiveness related to that community’s 
needs, such as with San Antonio’s Geekdom, 
where  they have established the Rackspace 
Open Cloud Academy for youth and aspiring 
techies.  
 
Recent population studies show that Austin is 
reaching a population growth plateau,  
becoming less affordable, and therefore less 
attractive to new and relocating firms. Buda is 
needs to capitalize on its assets and get into this 
rapidly expanding office market.  

Conjunctured, Austin The Rand Building, San Antonio 

 Home to Texas’ largest co-work space, Geekdom 
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Action 6.3 Market to think tanks, incubators and co-work spaces in Austin, San  
 Antonio, and Dallas region 
 
- Pitch the budding co-work space development in Buda to existing co-work tenants in 

Austin. Inform them of competitive rents, low property taxes, and strong demographics in 
the area.  

- Inform them of the city’s priority to improve commutability between Austin and Buda, as 
the growth of these industries will depend on their ability to remain linked to surrounding 
firms. 

  
Action 6.4   Link target industry entrepreneurs to developers 
   
- Play match-maker with existing co-work tenants and developers to craft a unique, Buda-

specific business model. 
- Connect existing Buda residents who are interested in reducing their commute times to 

these developers and existing co-workers. 
- Find a strong anchor tenant within a target industry and develop a co-work tenant 

network  
 

 

insights  & 
opportunities 

6. ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND OFFICE DEVELOPMENT 

Foster creation of professional jobs  

Co-Work Spaces in the Region 
 
Austin  
• Conjunctured 
• People Fund 
• GoLab 
• HubAustin 
• Opportunity Space 

 
San Antonio 
• Geekdom 
• Geekbom’s Rackspace Youth Academy 
• C4 
 
Dallas 
• SpryRocket 
• The Common Desk 
• CoHabitat 

 

Dallas businessman and investor 

David Thach (right), is making it his 

mission to spread co-working sites 

across the region.  Thach 

relaunched the former Ben's 

Worhaus Co-Working Lodge in 

Lower Greenville as SpryRocket 
[dallasnews.com] 
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Action 6.5 Develop an entrepreneurship loan and start-up program 
 
- Partner with area credit unions, community development corporations, and banks to create a 

seed capital fund, permit fee waiver or reimbursement program for budding entrepreneurs. 
- Work with Angel investment groups in Austin, Texas State University’s McCoy’s and University of 

Texas-Austin’s McComb’s Business School to design the fund criteria. 
- Begin program as a pilot with a contest and develop into a self-sustaining program or 501-c(3) 
- Track use and progress of the fund to advertise and improve the program over time.  
- Market this opportunity to other entrepreneurship training and assistance programs in Central 

Texas. 
 
Action 6.6   Work with area universities / community colleges 
 
- Encourage and support the launch of a Young Professionals group to engage young potential 

entrepreneurs, students, and alumni. 
- Market the start-up fund and other local incentives and office-space developments to students 

and alumni networks of area business schools. 
- Market Buda as a community for young entrepreneurs and post-graduates looking to establish 

themselves in the region. They will then be vetted into the business community through the BACC 
and given advisement from area financial institutions.  

 

insights  & 
opportunities 

6. ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND OFFICE DEVELOPMENT 

Foster creation of professional jobs  

Recent population studies show that Austin 
is reaching a population growth plateau 
(Sullivan, WP 1). The city is becoming less 
affordable and therefore less attractive to 
new and relocating firms. Regionally, Buda 
is in a very competitive place to capture 
much of the regional population and job 
growth. 
 
Buda is landlocked with a very large ETJ 
 
Buda is home to a highly educated, 
predominantly white collar workforce (71%); 
however, 80% of these workers commute to 
other area economic nodes for work. Young 
newcomers to the region and recent  
graduates would be ideal candidates to 
target as potential entrepreneurs.  
 

BIGAustin.org is a non-
profit that disburses 
business loans 
throughout Central 
Texas and tracks 
impacts by population. 
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Action 7.1 Aggressively recruit retailers identified in the Retail Leakage Study   
 

- Based on the list of target retailers (and restaurants), determine if their site selection 
criteria and your community’s demographic profile is a match. 

- Using the list of prospects identified in the report, contact each prospect’s corporate 
office, ask to speak with the real estate department and obtain the name and contact 
information for the site selector who is responsible for new store development in your 
specific geographic region.  

- Often, corporate site selectors will work through real estate brokers who perform cursory 
reviews of your community’s markets and specific sites within your community, before 
information is forwarded to the corporate site selector. There are numerous calls and 
contacts to be made, and there are many steps in this process of bringing together the 
prospects and your community, if even for preliminary consideration. 

 
Action 7. 2 Research and identify the real estate site selectors for each targeted  
 retailer and keep track of their contact information in a database or a 
 spreadsheet 
 
- Continue to identify potential locations in your community for each targeted retailer, 

based on their specific site selection criteria. 
- Before personally contacting the targeted retailers, identify potential locations for them 

based on their specific requirements.  
- Maintain a database of all available properties for retail, and update this data on a regular 

basis as property specifics and availability may change often in some areas, especially as it 
relates to ongoing contact with retailers.  

- Each retailer has a preference as to which property type best fits their needs. It could be 
freestanding buildings, inline spaces in a shopping center or pad sites in front of regional 
shopping centers. 

 

insights  & 
opportunities 

7. RETAIL AND ENTERTAINMENT 

Recruit retailers and entertainment venues for residents 
and tourists 

Example marketing materials 
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Action 7. 3  Send copies of the Retail Outlook Guide and Retail Gap Sector Summaries  
 electronically or via postal mail to each targeted retailer 
 
-Introduce the community to the prospective retailer by sending them the Retail Outlook 
Guide. Within a few more weeks, after they have had time to review the Retail Outlook 
Guide, send them the sector-specific Retail Gap Sector Summary. Both of these are included 
in the Retail Gap Analysis’ appendices. 
 
Action 7. 4  Personally contact each targeted retailer to see if they received the  
 information and address any questions or comments they may have. And  
 be sure to invite them to your community 
 
-Position yourself to strongly sell your community, your retail trade area and specific 
opportunities based on the Retail Gap Analysis and sector-specific leakage amount. 
-Be able to fully explain the Retail Gap Analysis and how the leakage numbers are 
determined.  
 
Action 7. 5   Consider adaptive reuse of big box buildings vacated for multi-tenant use 
 
-Follow Action 3.2.  If retail is seen as the best re-use for a big box building that is vacated 
(eg., Walmart, HEB) then consider the feasibility of creating a multi-tenant building.  This may 
require EDC/City participation as changing from a single user to a multi-tenant user can be 
expensive.  
 

insights  & 
opportunities 

7. RETAIL AND ENTERTAINMENT 

Recruit retailers and entertainment venues for residents 
and tourists 

What retailers look for: 
a. Market Conditions – retailers look for stable-to-
improving communities. If you have a new 
business or a planned business, put up a sign that 
says, “Project Coming Soon.” 
b. Community Development – a clean, safe, 
attractive community does make a difference to 
retailers.  
c. Downtowns – most retailers still recognize 
downtowns as the “pulse” of a community, 
especially smaller communities.  
d. Visibility – retailers have got to be seen. As a 
result, they look for sites that consumers can view 
from as far away as possible 
e. Accessibility – retailers look for easy, ample and 
clearly-marked entrance-exits 
f. Traffic Counts – retailers look closely at the 
number of vehicles passing in front of a location 
during a 24-hour period.  
g. Parking – adequate parking is a priority for all 
retailers since most locations’ consumers will 
arrive by car.  
h. Demographic profile – retailers look for 
locations in communities with high population 
density and high disposal income 
i. Competition – retailers pay close attention to 
their competitors and their locations, not wanting 
to be out-positioned. They do not want a 
secondary site to their competitors. 
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Action 7. 6  Introduce the Retail Gap Analysis and its findings to local  
 retailers/entrepreneurs  
 
-Educate them on how the analysis may be used to identify new retail opportunities, expand 
merchandise lines, or launch local franchise development. 
-Look for local opportunities. For example, recently in a small community with a population of 
little more than 5,000 persons, the Retail Gap Analysis was used to expand a struggling 
downtown merchants’ product lines. In that same community, the Retail Gap Analysis was used 
to direct an entrepreneur in establishing and opening a sporting goods store that has expanded 
from a leased storefront operation to a freestanding retail operation that successfully serves a 
broad merchandise offering. 
 
Action 7.7 Present the Retail Gap Analysis to existing property retail owners and  
 prospective retail developers and educate them on how the findings can  
 assist in developing their retail leasing strategies. 
 
- The Retail Gap Analysis will assist existing property retail property owners and prospective 

retail developers in developing a targeted retail leasing strategy.  
- For example, if an individual owns a lot on a major thoroughfare and it is determined that 

the community is leaking restaurant sales, the property owner may want to determine voids 
in the fast food industry and target companies for the site.  

- Also, if a community is leaking general merchandise sales, grocery sales and drug store sales 
to surrounding communities, developers may use this information to persuade grocery 
retailers and/or drug store retailers to take a close look at development property.  

insights  & 
opportunities 

7. RETAIL AND ENTERTAINMENT 

Recruit retailers and entertainment venues for residents 
and tourists 

 
According to the Retail Coach Retail 
Leakage Study of Buda’s Primary Market 
Area (see appendix for Map). 
 
The total retail leakage (opportunity) 
of the Primary Retail Trade Area is 
$247,967,000 
 
The largest leakage sectors include: 
•  Eating Places: $63,246,300 
• Radio, TV and Computer Stores: 

$39,965,060 
• Grocery Stores: $42,707,620 
 
Regarding Entertainment (which the 
Leakage doesn’t include), households in 
the Primary RTA: 
 
• Spend $16 million/year to go to the 

movies. 
• 66% have gone to a movie in the last 6 

months. 
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Action 7.8  Continue to maintain a database of retailers and keep track of all calls and  
 comments 
 
- Each community in the nation is competing with others for the very same retailers, and 

while it can be certain that retailers will locate and expand in multiple communities, there 
is no guarantee that they will even consider your community in the future. 

- Buda had great demographics, but unless a retailer knows this, Buda is just one of many 
communities “hoping” to land another retailer. These retailers do their homework, and if 
your community is going to succeed in locating them, you need to do yours, too. 

- Remember, you are effectively in a sales position now, basically selling your community. 
Effective salespeople know that keeping in contact with clients and prospects is one of 
the top behaviors that distinguishes success from failure.  

 
A few suggestions to help maintain better communications with retailers are: 
 

a. Create a database of retailers that Buda has already been in contact with 
(determined earlier in this section). Update this database with comments 
from every conversation the EDC has with them. 

b. Know and keep track of the retailer’s property and demographic 
requirements and keep track of available properties in Buda which may 
meet these requirements.  

c. Contact the retailers periodically to let them know of new property, 
demographic or community developments they may be interested in. 

d. Keep Buda in front of retailers’ “faces” so that when they are ready to 
move, Buda will be forefront in their minds. 

 

insights  & 
opportunities 

7. RETAIL AND ENTERTAINMENT 

Recruit retailers and entertainment venues for residents 
and tourists 

 
Buda has strong demographic and economic 
indicators to justify directing retail development in 
the Downtown area.  
 
According to the Retail Coach Retail Leakage 
Study of the area immediately surrounding 
Downtown Buda (See Appendix for Map): 
 
For a population of 3,140 (2013 est) a 15% growth 
rate is expected in next 5 years 
 
29.1% of the population has earned at least a 
Bachelor’s degree  
 
76.62% of all residential units are owner-occupied  
 
And Median Household Income is $66,547, with 
29% of households earning $100k or more 
 
• Eating places leakage is $5.34 million 
• Gen Merchandise is $4.13M 
• Grocery leakage is $4.88M 
• Home Furnishings is $1.04M 
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Action 7.9  Hold a FAM tour for regional, state and national writers and bloggers 
 
- A traditional tourism familiarization tour, or “FAM” tour, will provide the EDC, Chamber 

and Tourism Director the opportunity to relay Buda’s tourist assets to regional travel, 
music, food, and historic preservation bloggers and journalists.  

- Provide high-end lodging, dining and entertainment to participants.  This should be highly 
memorable for them. 

-  Have attendees interview local shop owners, residents, and city officials who can speak 
to the areas’ historic and recreational amenities and favorite activities in the city. 

-  The city can use excerpts from these write-ups to populate marketing materials to target 
industry developers and interested firms.  

 
Action 7.10  Market the area as a complete day-to-evening destination complete  
                         with outdoor activities, historic sites, and entertainment 
 
- Showcase Buda’s weekend events and attendance levels, outdoor recreation venues and 

parks, and mixed-use/retail nodes and sales numbers. 
- Spotlight long-standing dining establishments for evening activity and utilize them as 

bedrock institutions on which to build pedestrian-friendly, mixed-use lifestyle 
environments within community nodes developed in the Comprehensive Plan. 

 

insights  & 
opportunities 

7. RETAIL AND ENTERTAINMENT 

Recruit retailers and entertainment venues for residents 
and tourists 

Local, Regional and State Online Tourism 
Networks, Blogs, and Sites 
 
• http://www.texaswinetrail.com/ 
• http://austinfoodbloggers.org/city-

guide/ 
• http://tacojournalism.blogspot.com/ 
• http://austin.eater.com/ 
• http://sanmarcosfoodblog.com/ 
• http://www.slowdownsavor.com/ 
• http://www.callkent.com/outdoor-

recreation-.php 
• http://www.gorp.com/weekend-

guide/travel-ta-austin-
sidwcmdev_054982.html 

• http://scarlettabakes.com/central-
texas-slaw/ 

• http://www.statesman.com/s/life/trav
el/ 

• http://www.austinchronicle.com/blogs
/food/2012-10-03/visiting-german-
journalist-become-texas-bbq-convert/ 

 
Example Blog about Buda 
http://www.tourtexas.com/http://www.tr
ulia.com/blog/brigitte_thompson/2013/0
7/buda_country_fair_and_wiener_dog_ra
ces_in_buda_texas 
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7. RETAIL AND ENTERTAINMENT  

 Action 7.11   Establish a Conference Center/Retreat destination (Great Wolf Lodge) 
 
- Foster a public-private partnership for the creation of a regional conference center as a 

component of a retreat destination. 
- Stage Buda as an accessible location for large Austin festival weekends like SXSW and ACL, 

Formula 1 and X-games. Recognize that many of the European visitors have never been to 
a Cabela’s or the Hill Country.  Buda is a great staging spot for them.  

- Inform businesses of strategy so as to market to high-end party and event planning 
entities for promotions. 

- Leverage these events for conducting the tourism FAM tour. 
 
 
Action 7.12 Foster YMCA Lodge/Retreat 
 
- Work with Metro Y to better understand the overall project, fiscal/economic impacts and 

timing. 
- Post construction, work with Y to hold several of the nicer cabins for the FAM tours. 

insights  & 
opportunities 

Recruit retailers and entertainment venues for 
residents and tourists 

Buda’s rich history is told in the facades of 
the vibrant downtown business corridor. 
Onion Creek winds its way through the 
Historic District and is only 600 yards from 
the Central Business District. Stagecoach 
and City Park area all within walking 
distance, as well.  
 
Downtown business owners identified the 
city’s “Small Town Feel” as the  
primary asset to their business. Yet many 
of those surveyed stated business has 
been slow and they plan to reduce their 
hours in response to a week downtown 
marketplace.  

0% 50% 100% 

Small Town 
Feel 

Location 

Low Rent 

Major Benefits of Buda Market 

Great Wolf Lodge-Water Park Resorts have 11 locations nation-wide with an 84,000 sf facility in Grapevine, TX 
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7. RETAIL AND ENTERTAINMENT  

Action 7.13   Support Implementation of Parks and Trails Plan 
 
- Align ED efforts particularly in Downtown and in connectivity efforts with the Parks plan 

to leverage more public funds and existing community support. 
- Consider fulfillment of Buda's’ full economic potential as contingent in the improvement 

and development of area parks and outdoor amenities. Quality of life and economic 
development go hand-in hand. 

- Feature accomplishments and achievement of parks plan benchmarks on the BEDC 
newsletter. 

 
 Action 7.14   Educate and train downtown businesses to think like a tourism district 
 
- Create a sense of shared investment and impact in the improvement of the downtown 

retail and restaurant corridor.  
- Buda’s downtown businesses must understand the appeal of the corridor’s historic assets 

to tourists and to developers.  
- They must be educated on how their own activities, such as a failure to remain open 

during peak hours, impact their neighbor’s ability to attract consumers and the overall 
health of the district.  

- Utilize training opportunities from Action 5.1 to design and implement a targeted tourism 
campaign. 

insights  & 
opportunities 

Recruit retailers and entertainment venues for 
residents and tourists 

There is a substantial population of mid- 
to high-income families living within 
walking distance to the city’s historic 
downtown.  
 
“Locals” were identified as the main 
source of business activity by business 
owners.  
 
Business owners identified irregular hours 
as a barrier to improving market activity, 
however a majority still planned to reduce 
their hours in the near future. 
 
We received mixed results in terms of 
whether there was sufficient parking in 
downtown and whether weekend 
activities positively or negatively impact 
local businesses.   
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Implementation 

The implementation section details roles, responsibilities and tactics for achieving the goals and strategies in this plan. The Economic Development 
Corporation (EDC) is the lead organization for this plan, yet the City of Buda and the Chamber of Commerce play an important role in implementing and 
the broad spectrum of supporting economic development efforts. It is critical that each institution adopt this plan as a major component for their 
organizations’ strategy. Each institution holds a specific set of assets and capabilities that, if applied collaboratively, will benefit the business community, 
diversify the economy and achieve the goals in this plan. 
 
This section is comprised of the following key implementation components:  
 
• Organizational Framework – which defines the strengths, roles and responsibilities, in relation to the implementation requirements of this report, for 

each of the major institutions involved with economic development in the City of Buda; namely, the Office of City Management, the Buda Area 
Chamber of Commerce, and the Buda Economic Development Corporation 
 

• Incentive Policy – a framework for the creation of an Incentive Task Force, their policies and procedures, and the incentive matrix relating the 
amounts and terms for allotted incentives based on detailed criteria and outcomes. 
 

• Implementation Matrix – a quick-guide outlaying all goals and actions, timelines, and reiterating the requisite institutions involved in implementing 
each action. 

 
• Performance Measurement s– a list of indicators, and recommended  qualitative, and quantitative outcomes for each action item listed in this 

strategy. It is critical to track progress on meeting these outcomes and to plan for assessments of progress on a 1-3 year basis. While prioritization 
might be impacted by shifts in the economy or political leadership, it is critical that all goals progress in  a predictable manner and to ensure 
accountability.  

 
 
 

Buda 
EDC 

BACC 

The 
City 
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Organizational Framework 

 

 

 

•Lead Economic Development entity in 
Buda 

•Able to leverage funds for incentives 

•Able to cater to large firms with a 
regional or national footprint 

•Point of contact for Buda economic 
development including information 
requests on available sites, market 
opportunities and development 
potentials.   

•Leads the incentive analysis. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

•Downtown improvements 

•Tourism and promotion of the city as a 
whole 

•Permitting and approval 

•Tax incentives 

•Allocation of state funds 

•Technical expertise and advisory role on 
land usage and land development code 

•Comprehensive strategy 

•Galvanizing political will of civil society 

 

 

 

•Specialize in networking, connecting 
stakeholders, relaying information 
related to expansion/securing 
investments, loans, or other local 
programs…  

•Direct connection to existing business 
community 

•Strong base for galvanizing political 
support for ED initiatives 

 

Buda 

Economic 

Development 

Corporation 

Buda Office 

of City 

Manager 

Buda Area 

Chamber of 

Commerce 
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Organizational Framework 

Economic 
Development 
Corporation 

 
City of Buda  

Buda Area 
Chamber of 
Commerce 

Downtown S L S 

Small Business L S S 

Large Enterprise L S S 

Tourism S L S 

Marketing  L S S 

Expansion L S S 

Networking  S S L 

Business Needs Assessment S S L 
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Incentive Policy    

Buda 
EDC 

Planning, 
Engineering 
and Capital 
Investment  

City 
Manager’s 

Office 

Public 
Works & 
Finance 

The City of Buda, Texas and the Buda Economic Development Corporation (Buda EDC) are focused on growing the local economy by attracting 
and retaining quality businesses and jobs. The purpose of Buda’s incentive program is to expand the city’s tax base, create new jobs for 
residents, increase the average wage, and promote sustainable economic development throughout the city and its extraterritorial jurisdiction. 
The incentive policy should balance local job creation in target industries with revenue intensive projects that generate significant positive 
return for the public sector. 
 
Given Buda’s strategic location in Central Texas, the community does not need to offer incentives to the majority of expanding and relocating 
businesses. However, a good incentive policy evolves in response to changing market conditions, actions of competitive communities, and shifts 
in community priorities. Therefore, Buda’s elected officials and Buda EDC representatives will need to continually engage the community on the 
incentive policy objectives, why some projects are won and lost, and how the community benefits from these projects. 
 
Incentive Task Force 
To streamline the process of evaluating projects, Buda will establish an Incentive Task Force comprised of key city staff  
(eg., City Manager’s office, planning department, and public works) and the Buda EDC Executive Director and the EDC Board
President or a designated representative.   
 
The City of Buda and the Buda EDC should commit to using the same standards and scoring matrix when  
considering offering incentives for economic development projects.   

 
A detailed economic development matrix is used to evaluate and score individual projects.  
  
Incentive Application 
The incentive application will align with the existing incentive policy matrix detailed in the appendix.  
Encourage developers to be precise in their estimates and conservative in their assumptions.  
The application will assist in speeding the application process for developers and the review  
process for the EDC and city officials.  
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Incentive Policy   

 
 

Evaluation Criteria Scoring 

Target Industry NO YES 
Project Based/Firm Based 0 5 

Economic and Fiscal Impact Unacceptable Acceptable Good Excellent 

Sales Tax Generator 0.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 
Property Tax Generator 0.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 
Impact on City Services 0.0 2.5 5.0 10.0 

Character of Jobs 
High Paying Jobs/Above Current Industry Average 0.0 2.5 5.0 10.0 
Match Skills of Existing Residents (ie., those working outside of 
Buda 

0.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 

Quality of Life 
Create Opportunities for Both Tourists and Residents 0.0 2.5 5.0 10.0 
Desired Development Location/Site 0.0 2.5 5.0 10.0 
Building Design Standards/Site Plan 0.0 2.5 5.0 10.0 

Extraordinary Impact 
Project Leverages County, State, or Federal Incentives/Grants 0.0 2.5 5.0 10.0 
Number of Employees 0.0 2.5 5.0 10.0 
Capital Investment 0.0 2.5 5.0 10.0 

Points Incentive Guidance 

Less than 50 Not eligible for incentives 

50 to 75 points Up to 30% of the present value of the equivalent of the tax revenue impact for up to 10 years 

75+ points Up to 50% of the present value of the equivalent of the tax revenue impact for up to 10 years. 
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Recommendations PRIORITY 
LEVEL 

1. Downtown Improvements  

Action 1.1 Complete Downtown Plan HIGH 

Action 1.2   Improve Connectivity to Downtown MEDIUM 

Action 1.3 Create hike and bike trail from downtown to Onion Creek/Stagecoach Road MEDIUM 

    Action 1.4   Align business hours across retail centers and firms HIGH 

Action 1.5   Continue BIG Program LOW 

Action 1.6  Develop Joint Marketing Programs for Downtown Businesses MEDIUM 

2. Transportation and other Infrastructure  

Action 2.1 Continue support of SH-45 HIGH 

Action 2.2   Support Lone Star Rail Development & work with LSR to assess impact and financing for a Buda stop. HIGH 

Action 2.3   Ensure water availability in all development sites MODERATE 

Action 2.4   Foster regional detention at 967/1626   MODERATE 

3. Sites and Buildings 

Action 3.1 Maintain Sites & Building Database MODERATE 

Action 3.2 Develop prototypes for reuse of existing buildings MODERATE 

Action 3.3 Hold Developer Forums LOW 

4. Business Communication and Support  

Action 4.1   Develop Public Relations Strategy HIGH 

Action 4.2 Develop Blog/Newsletter Calendars and Add content continually HIGH 

Action 4.3  Utilize Existing Business Leaders as Buda’s Best Advocates LOW 

Action 4.4   Market area land, sites, and available office space to target industries  HIGH 

Action 4.5 Attend target industry conferences and events MODERATE 

Action 4.6  FAM Tour – Specific to Buda (focused on targeted Industry) LOW 

Implementation Matrix 
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Implementation Matrix 
Recommendations PRIORITY 

LEVEL 

5. Workforce Development 

Action 5.1   Assess Training Needs of area businesses HIGH 

Action 5.2  Hold capacity building workshops targeting existing business needs (e-commerce, social media, quicken) HIGH 

Action 5.3 Work with area universities, community colleges and workforce providers LOW 

6. Entrepreneurship and Office Development 

Action 6.1 Foster Co-work office space MEDIUM 

Action 6.2 Market to Office Developers HIGH 

Action 6.3 Market to think tanks, incubators and co-work spaces in Austin, San Antonio, and Dallas region LOW 

Action 6.4   Link target industry entrepreneurs to developers MEDIUM 

Action 6.5 Develop an entrepreneurship loan and start-up program MEDIUM 

Action 6.6   Work with area universities / community colleges LOW 

7. Retail and Entertainment  

Action 7.1 Aggressively recruit retailers identified in the Retail Leakage Study HIGH 

Action 7. 2 Research and identify the real estate site selectors for each targeted retailer and keep track of their contact information in a database or a 
spreadsheet.  

MEDIUM 

Action 7. 3  Send copies of the Retail Outlook Guide and Retail Gap Sector Summaries electronically or via postal mail to each targeted retailer. MEDIUM 

Action 7. 4  Personally contact each targeted retailer to see if they received the information and address any questions or comments they may have. And 
be sure to invite them to your community. 

MEDIUM 

Action 7. 5   Consider adaptive reuse of big box buildings vacated for multi-tenant use LOW 

Action 7. 6  Introduce the Retail Gap Analysis and its findings to local retailers/entrepreneurs  MEDIUM 

Action 7.7 Present the Retail Gap Analysis to existing property retail owners and prospective retail developers and educate them on how the  findings can 
assist in developing their retail leasing strategies. 

MEDIUM 

Action 7.8   Continue to maintain a database of retailers and keep track of all calls and comments MEDIUM 

Action 7.9  Hold a FAM tour for regional, state and national writers and bloggers LOW 
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Implementation Matrix 
Recommendations PRIORITY 

LEVEL 

7. Retail and Entertainment  

Action 7.10  Market the area as a complete day-to-evening destination complete with outdoor activities, historic sites, and entertainment MEDIUM 

Action 7.11   Establish an all-inclusive retreat destination (Great Wolf Lodge) MEDIUM 

Action 7.12 Foster YMCA Lodge/Retreat MEDIUM 

Action 7.13   Support Implementation of Parks and Trails Plan LOW 

 Action 7.14   Educate and Train Downtown Businesses to think like a tourism district HIGH 
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Performance Measurement and Evaluation 

 
The EDC should track the following indicators* on an annual or semi-annual basis to gauge the effectiveness of their efforts: 
 
INDICATOR     QUALITATIVE RESULT QUANTITATIVE RESULT 

• Amount of county, state, and national $ allotted to highway expansion Increase  $XX (TBD) 

• Amount of county and state $ allotted to commuter rail development Increase  $XX (TBD) 

• Lone Star Rail station in Buda   Passed  TBD with LSR 

• National, state, local Target Industry firms established  Increase  2-3/yr 

• Property Tax Revenue    Increase  5%/yr 

• Land Value (by region?)    Increase  2%/yr 

• # of Buda population commuting to work   Decrease  10%/5 yrs 

• SF Office Space    Increase  25 k/yr 

• Retail Leakage    Decrease  $2 million/yr 

• Ex: Electronics    Decrease  $250k/yr 

• Ex: Clothing    Decrease  $100k/yr 

• # of Business Development Workshops for local businesses  Increase  4/yr 

• $ of loans to local businesses   Increase  $25k/yr 

• Miles of bike & pedestrian trails connecting central nodes**  Increase                               Refer to City's Parks & Trails Plan 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

* These measures include mostly the city limits but do also include areas in the ETJ that may become annexed at a later date. 
** While the City has the responsibility for planning and implementing park improvements, the EDC should monitor and support progress on this 
targeted recreational goal. 
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Appendix 3: Maps 

Buda Primary Market Trade Area 
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Appendix 3: Maps 

Buda, Downtown, 1-mile Radius 
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